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PARIS: Google’s latest Internet revolution this week
saw the web giant modify its search algorithm to
favour mobile-friendly sites, in a bid to upstage
Apple that US media branded a “mobilegeddon”.

US technology website WIRED described
Tuesday’s algorithm switch as “likely the biggest
change of the past three years.

“And it’s reminder of the wonderfully magnani-
mous yet deeply selfish way that Google uses its
market power to accelerate changes across the rest
of the Internet,” it added.

The change comes in the same week as a Google
announcement it will launch its own US mobile wire-
less service, with considerable potential savings for
customers using their devices at home and for inter-
national travel.

Google argues its algorithm revolution is good for
users. “We want to make sure they can find content
that’s not only relevant and timely, but also easy to
read and interact with on smaller mobile screens,”
Google said in a statement to WIRED.

More than half of Internet searches worldwide are
made on mobile phones, a trend that is driven by fig-
ures out of developing countries where smartphone
penetration is higher than computers.

In 2011, a change to Google’s search algorithm
affected 10 percent of English-language websites,

while the 2012 change impacted some four percent,
according to WIRED.

But the recent change, the extent of whose
impact cannot yet be fully measured, has also sent
shockwaves among brand owners and marketers, for
whom online visibility is hugely important.

“Google has the power of life or death over some
websites. A drop in Google ranking can mean a 60 to
80 percent loss in turnover,” e-marketing firm
JVWEB’s president Jonathan Vidor told AFP.

Even if mobile phones bring in only a small pro-
portion of revenues, “everyone is scared Google
might do something drastic”, Vidor added.

CONTESTED IMPACT 
While it threatens to throw websites that have not

been adapted to smartphone technology to the bot-
tom of search rankings, the change introduced
Tuesday has yet to cause the major impact experts
had predicted. “I observed absolutely no impact” on
Tuesday said Benoit Sillard, director of leading
French publisher CCM Benchmark, 40 percent of
whose finance, women’s and news magazines online
visits are via mobile.

“It will take at least a week before we see an initial
impact, as the algorithm is going through a learning
phase,” said Paul Amsellem, who heads a marketing,

technology and mobile phone advertising firm, the
Mobile Network Group.

Amsellem believes “Google has just lost its mobile
search bet” by placing unrealistic-and ultimately
unfulfilled-hopes in websites shifting over to mobile
platforms en masse. Mobile phone applications pio-
neered by Apple are still coming out on top in the
race for the Internet throne. Apple had placed its bets
very early in the game on mobile phone downloads,
Amsellem said, giving the technology icon the lead
by taking control of applications, content and graph-
ics, making users’ experience “the best it can be”.

Google’s Android apps are also hugely popular,
but they tend to be less user-friendly than their
Apple competitors. Google risks losing users if its
search results are not adequately adapted.  It may
even lose out in revenues from advertising and spon-
sored links-the company’s main source of money.
And Google earns less anyway if users go straight to
apps, rather than use the search engine to get where
they want to go.

Ultimately, Google’s drastic move may mean
users simply cannot find the site they’re looking for.
According to US magazine Techcrunch, 44 percent of
Fortune 500 websites failed the search test, and
another four percent of sites did not produce a
result. — AFP

Google search mobile switch a revolution for some

SAN FRANCISCO: Microsoft is changing its business. The question
has been whether it’s changing fast enough. The tech giant showed
some progress Thursday, reporting better-than-expected quarterly
earnings and more growth in its relatively new cloud computing seg-
ment. CEO Satya Nadella has been investing in new services and
redesigning Microsoft’s most popular programs for smartphones and
other mobile gadgets.

But a continuing slump in the PC industry has caused Microsoft’s
stock to tumble in recent months, marking the end of a honeymoon
period in which shares rose steadily after Nadella took the reins in
February 2014. Microsoft’s latest report shows another decline in
profit and in revenue from the company’s flagship Windows software
for personal computers.

Wall Street analysts say 2015 is the year when Nadella needs to
show his strategy is making a difference. “He needs to not just talk the
talk, but walk the walk,” said FBR Capital Markets analyst Daniel Ives,
who’s been a fan of Nadella’s moves to overhaul a company best
known for its personal computer software.

Microsoft’s financial results underscore the importance of those
efforts. Revenue from cloud computing has grown rapidly, as more
businesses are paying to use software housed in Microsoft’s data cen-
ters. The Redmond, Washington-based company says it’s on track to
log more than $6 billion in cloud sales this year.

But the numbers show Microsoft still relies heavily on selling tradi-
tional software, which contributed the largest part of its $21.73 billion
in sales for the quarter. The company saw a 26 percent drop in
Windows licensing revenue for consumer PCs and a 19 percent drop
in licensing for business PCs. And many analysts believe that trend
will continue.

Worldwide demand for PCs are expected to fall in 2015, for the
fourth consecutive year, according to International Data Corp.
Microsoft blamed weak demand, along with the effects of a strong
dollar overseas, when it issued a forecast in January for lower revenue
than analysts had expected. That sent Microsoft’s stock tumbling
more than 10 percent in one day.

After peaking at $50.05 last November, Microsoft Corp. shares
have traded below $43 recently. The stock closed Thursday at $43.34
and rose more than 3 percent in late trading after the earnings report.

Microsoft is hoping for a boost later this year, when it releases a
redesigned version of Windows with new features for PCs and mobile
devices. And Nadella has taken other steps to get Microsoft’s software
into the hands of consumers who prefer smartphones and tablets.

That includes offering Windows at steep discounts for manufac-
turers to use in lower-priced tablets and laptops. This may hurt rev-
enue near term, but Bernstein Research analyst Mark Moerdler says it
should pay off eventually by getting more people to use Microsoft
products like the Bing search engine and Office 365 programs for
documents, spreadsheets and mail.

Similarly, Microsoft has released Office apps for Apple and
Android smartphones, which are far more popular today than
Windows-based phones. While the apps are free for consumers,
Microsoft hopes to gain revenue by charging for extra services and
versions for business users. — -AP

OVERLAND PARK:  Shelves are bare and signs are posted where Blue Bell products were displayed in a grocery store.
Blue Bell Creameries recalled all products following a Listeria contamination. —AFP

WASHINGTON: The government is relying
on some new technology - as well as a bit of
luck — to track an outbreak of life-threaten-
ing listeria linked to Blue Bell ice cream
products. Texas-based Blue Bell Creameries
recalled all its products this week as listeria
was found in a variety of the company’s
frozen treats. The massive recall followed
several smaller recalls as health officials
across the country have rapidly worked to
track the outbreak, which is so far linked to
10 listeria illnesses, including three deaths.

The investigation has been helped by
technology called whole genome sequenc-
ing that maps all an organism’s DNA. While
the sequencing has been a staple of medical
research, it has only recently been used reg-
ularly to track listeria outbreaks.

With help from that technique, federal
and state officials realized the outbreak was

not just a recent event - the ice cream had
likely made people sick since 2010.

It gives officials hope that future out-
breaks can be tracked faster, and more
accurately. “It is giving us a new power to
investigate cold cases,” the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention’s Dr. Robert
Tauxe said of the genome sequencing. They
wouldn’t have gotten there without a bit of
good fortune, too.The first indication of lis-
teria contamination in Blue Bell products
came in January, when the 

South Carolina Department of Health
and Environmental Control collected sam-
ples from a Blue Bell distribution plant as
part of a random sampling program. The
South Carolina officials had no reason to
suspect the ice cream was contaminated,
but unexpectedly found that two of Blue
Bell’s products contained high amounts of

listeria.
South Carolina notified the Food and

Drug Administration, setting off a chain of
events that ended with Monday’s massive
recall:

In testing prompted by the South
Carolina discovery, the Texas Department of
State Health Services found listeria in prod-
uct samples from the Brenham, Texas, plant
where Blue Bell is headquartered and the
tainted ice cream was manufactured. Ice
cream produced on that line was recalled.
Samples of listeria matched the strains in
patients who contracted listeria after eating
Blue Bell ice cream in a Kansas hospital.
Three of those patients have died. Further
testing of Blue Bell products by Kansas
health officials found listeria in products
from a separate Blue Bell plant in Oklahoma,
leading to another recall. — AP
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